1 INTRODUCTION

Microstepping a stepper motor may be used to achieve one or both of two objectives; 1) increase the position resolution or 2) achieve smoother operation of the motor. In either case the basic theory of operation is the same.

The simplified model of a stepper motor is a permanent magnet rotor and two coils on the stator separated by 90 degrees, as shown in Figure 1. In classical full step operation an equal current is delivered to each of the coils and the rotor will align itself with the resulting magnetic vector along one of the 45 degree axis. To step the motor, the current in one of the two coils is reversed and the rotor will rotate 90 degrees. The complete full step sequence is shown in figure 2. Half step drive, where the current in the coil is turned off for one step period before being turned on in the opposite direction, has been used to double the step resolution of a motor. In either full and half step drive, the motor can be positioned only at one of the 4 (8 for half step) defined positions. Therefore, the number of steps per electrical revolution and the number of poles on the motor determine the resolution of the motor. Typical motors are designed for 1.8 degree steps (200 steps per revolution) or 7.5 degree steps (48 steps per revolution). The resolution may be doubled to 0.9 or 3.75 degrees by driving the motor in half step. Further increasing the resolution requires positioning the rotor at positions between the full step and half step positions.

Figure 1. Model of stepper motor

Stepper motors are very well suited for positioning applications since they can achieve very good positional accuracy without complicated feedback loops associated with servo systems. However their resolution, when driven in the conventional full or half step modes of operation, is limited by the configuration of the motor. Many designers today are seeking alternatives to increase the resolution of the stepper motor drives. This application note will discuss implementation of microstepping drives using peak detecting current control where the sense resistor is connected between the bottom of the bridge and ground. Examples show the implementation of microstepping drives with several currently available chips and chip sets.
Another issue occurs at low operating speeds. At low speeds, both the full and half step drive tend to make abrupt mechanical steps since the time the rotor takes to move to the next position can be much less than the step period. This stepping action contributes to jerky movement and mechanical noise in the system. Looking at the simplified model of the stepper motor in Figure 1, it can be seen that if the two coils were driven by sine and cosine waveforms the motor would operate as a synchronous machine and run very smoothly. These sinusoidal waveforms may be produced by a microstepping drive.

Microstepping can be implemented in either a voltage mode or current mode drive. In voltage mode drive, the appropriate duty cycle would be generated by the controller so that the voltage applied to the coil ($V_{\text{supply}} \times \text{duty cycle}$) is the appropriate value for the desired position. In current mode drives, the winding current is sensed and controlled to be the appropriate value for the desired position. This application note will consider only current mode drive implemented using peak detecting current controllers.

To understand the microstepping concept, consider the simplified model of the stepper motor as shown in Figure 1. As previously discussed when the two coils are energized with equal currents, the resulting magnetic vector will be at 45° and the permanent magnet of the rotor will align with that vector. However, if the two coils are energized by currents of different magnitude, the resulting magnetic vector will be at an angle other than 45° and the rotor would attempt to align with the new magnetic vector. If one coil were driven with a current that was twice the current in the second coil the magnetic vector would be at 30°, as shown in Figure 3. For any given desired position, the required currents are defined by the sine and cosine of the desired angle.

To implement a microstepping drive, two D/A converters are used to set the current level in the coils of the motor, as shown in the block diagram in Figure 4.
2 MICROSTEPPING WITH THE L6208

In a typical application the L6208, which integrates two H-Bridges with the current control, drives a bipolar stepper in either full or half step modes. The internal state machine generates the full step or half step sequence from the clock and direction inputs. [1] Although at first glance it is not obvious that the L6208 may be used in a microstepping application, it is possible since the current control circuits have separate reference inputs.

To implement a microstepping application, a variable voltage proportional to the desired output current must be applied to each of the reference pins. In the block diagrams above, the two required D/A converters provide the required voltages. A simple and inexpensive alternative to a D/A con-
The converter chip is to use a counter/timer in the microprocessor to generate a PWM output for each phase and pass this through a voltage divider and low pass filter to get the desired voltage. The Vref input voltage is equal to the microprocessor power supply voltage times the divider ratio of the resistor divider times the PWM duty cycle. Figure 5 shows the connection between a microcontroller and the L6208. The complete circuit schematic for the power section is shown in appendix A.

Since the L6208 includes an internal phase generation circuit, this circuit must be synchronized to the externally provided reference voltages. Again a simple solution is possible. The initial state of the decoding logic after reset is known and may be used as the starting state. After applying a reset to the L6208, either at power up or by forcing a reset from the microprocessor, the full-scale voltage is applied to both Vref pins to align the stepper motor to the known state that corresponds to one of the full step positions. Once the motor is aligned, the references can be reduced to 70.7%, which is the correct value for the currents for the 45-degree position in the microstepping sequence. After the motor is aligned the microcontroller can move through the sine/cosine table to generate the appropriate reference levels to move in either direction. The software also has to set the appropriate direction on the CW/CCW pin and generate a clock pulse for each phase reversal that is required. This occurs whenever the phase crosses a 90° boundary in the sine table. By operating the L6208 in the full step mode and providing clock signals at the appropriate time, the decoding logic will output the correct phase information for the bridges. Using the L6208 in the half step mode with the appropriate clock signals can improve the performance at the zero cross over of the current, as will be discussed later.

**Figure 5. Circuit connections for the L6208**

Figure 6 shows the operating waveforms when using the L6208 in full step mode and varying the reference inputs to achieve microstepping. Trace 1 is the clock input to the L6208. Traces 2 and 3 on the plot are the VrefA and VrefB inputs applied to the L6208. Trace 4 is the motor current in channel B. Although the current has the discontinuities near zero that are typical of a peak detection current control method, the resulting output matches the desired sine wave reasonably well.
3 SPEED LIMITATIONS

Since the motor coil is primarily an inductance, the rate of current change in the coils is limited by the L/R time constant of the motor. As the motor is operated at higher speeds, the L/R time constant of the motor limits the rate of current change and the current can no longer follow the desired sine wave. Figure 7 shows the motor current at a higher rotational frequency. On this scope trace, we see two effects. First, the filter on the reference voltage is starting to roll off the reference signal and
second, the motor current is limited by the motor time constant and it begins to look more like a triangle waveform than the desired sine wave. Although moving the pole of the filter on the reference voltage will make the reference signal appear more ideal, it will have little effect on the motor current at this point since the motor current is primarily limited by the L/R characteristics of the motor. When approaching this point, the motor will run smoothly in full step mode and the microprocessor could easily change to full step drive.

If the step rate is increased further, the motor will stall when the current can no longer reach a value large enough to produce the required torque. Figure 8 shows a typical current waveform when the motor has stalled. The almost pure triangular current waveform is similar to the triangular waveform that would result if the motor were being driven in the full step mode at this step rate. At this operating point the current is entirely controlled by the L/R time constant of the motor and no chopping is occurring.

Figure 8. Waveforms when motor has stalled

4 SLOW VS. FAST DECAY MODE

When implementing current controlled motor drives, the designer has a choice of the recirculation path the current flows in during the "off" time. Figure 9 shows the two recirculation options implemented in the L6208. Applying the chopping to only one side of the bridge allows the current to recirculate around a low voltage loop, in the upper transistors with the L6208. Since the rate of change of the current is controlled primarily by the L/R time constant of the motor, the current decays relatively slowly, hence the designation of slow decay mode. However applying the chopping to both sides of the bridge results in the current recirculating back to the power supply and a higher voltage across the coil, hence a fast decay mode. The L6208 also implements a type of synchronous rectification that turns on the MOS transistor in parallel with the conducting diode to reduce the power dissipation. [1]

The selection of the decay mode influences the operation of a microstepping drive in several ways. The most obvious is the magnitude of the ripple current. Drives implemented using the fast decay mode will have, for the same off time or chopping frequency, a higher ripple current than drives implemented using a slow decay mode. This difference in itself is not significant for most stepper mo-
tor drives. Issues with the stability of the current control loop are discussed elsewhere [3].

When microstepping at a relatively high speed, the selection of the decay mode affects the ability of the drive to follow the desired current level. At any time, the rate of change of current is determined by the inductance of the motor and the voltage across the coil. In the slow decay mode, the voltage across the coil during the off time is only the drop across one transistor and one diode so the current changes very slowly. As the desired current level is lowered, it is the rate of change during the off time that determines how quickly the current transitions to the new level. At low speeds, the effect may not be too noticeable. However, at higher speeds, the motor current cannot decay fast enough to follow the desired decreasing slope of the sine wave. During this time the current change is limited by the time constant imposed by the motor inductance and the slow decay path and can remain higher than the set value. The current will continue to decay at the slow rate until a phase reversal occurs, at which point the bridge reverses, applying the full supply voltage across the coil, effectively putting the bridge in a fast decay mode and the current will decay quickly to zero. Selecting the fast decay mode can improve the ability of the drive to follow fast decreases in the current. The waveforms in Figure 6 are achieved using the fast decay mode.

The ability of the drive to increase current on the upper slope of the sine wave is not affected by the choice of the decay mode since the voltage applied to the coil during the on time is the same.

**Figure 9. PWM current control decay modes.**
5 MINIMUM CURRENT ISSUES

When operating a chopping current control that has a minimum duty cycle, the current cannot be taken below a level that is effectively set by the motor resistance and the minimum duty cycle. Constant off time controls, like the L6208, have a minimum on time that is set primarily by the propagation delays from the end of the off time until the comparator detects a current above the threshold and retriggers the monostable putting the bridge in the recirculation mode again. This minimum on time and the off time set by the monostable set a minimum working duty cycle for the circuit. When this duty cycle is applied to the motor, a current will be established. If a reference corresponding to a current lower than this minimum is set on the input, the circuit will detect that the motor current is above the reference. However, since the IC is already operating at its minimum duty cycle, the current cannot go any lower and thus will not reach the current level desired by the reference level. The minimum duty cycle in other controllers can sometimes be adjusted. The minimum on time in the L6506, for example, is set by the width of the sync pulse. By varying the duty cycle of the oscillator, the minimum duty cycle of the output can also be changed. Since the sync pulse is also used to mask the switching noise in the system, reducing the minimum duty cycle is not always possible.

Figure 10 shows the operating waveforms at the minimum current level. The traces in the oscillograph are:

Ch 1: Voltage on output pin  
Ch 2: V_{ref}  
Ch 3: V_{sense}  
Ch 4: Load current (20mA/div)

Figure 10. Oscillograph of the minimum current

At the start of each cycle the bridge is turned on and the motor current flows through the sense resistor to produce the voltage V_{sense}. However at this operating point the sense voltage is already greater than the V_{ref} input voltage, as can be seen in Figure 10. The comparator will detect that V_{sense} is greater than V_{ref} and cause the circuit switch the bridge into the recirculation mode and
the output is switched off after a delay that is determined by the response time of the circuit. The output pulse width, and hence the operating current, are set by the response of the circuit to a condition where the current sense comparator detects a current above the set value as soon as the drive is turned on. Since this pulse width can not be reduced further, the current that flows is the minimum that the device can regulate. In Figure 10, the minimum current is approximately 100mA.

The minimum current level means a nonlinear transfer function exists between reference in (usually a voltage) to current out. Figure 11 shows the resulting transfer function between reference and output current.

**Figure 11. Transfer function showing nonlinearity**

The transfer function also depends on the chopping mode, fast decay (enable chopping) or slow decay (phase chopping) as shown in Figure 11. In slow decay mode the current changes very slowly during recirculation and has a small ripple value. When operating in fast decay the transfer function also has a discontinuity in the slope at low levels. At the minimum current level, the duty cycle is small and when operating at this point the current typically is discontinuous, that is the current rises to a peak value and decays back to zero during each cycle. The flat section of the current transfer function corresponds to this minimum current. When the reference is increased, the device begins to regulate current however the device will still operate in the discontinuous mode. Continuing to increase the reference, the device will begin to operate in the continuous current mode, where the current does not decay to zero in each cycle. When the current changes from discontinuous to continuous, the slope of the transfer function changes. The result is that there are two discontinuities in the transfer function, one set by the minimum current and one set by the change in slope. In theory the slow decay mode could also have two discontinuities, however in practical examples the minimum current is reached before the current goes discontinuous.

The minimum achievable current effectively sets a limit on the number of microsteps per step by setting minimum current for the first microstep. Since the fast decay mode has a lower minimum current, fast decay can be used to minimize the effect of the minimum current, but will introduce another error due to the change of the slope. The latter can be compensated for by adjusting the DAC value.

It is, however, possible to get zero current in a phase by disabling the bridge when zero current is desired in that phase. When using drivers that have an enable input for each bridge simply disabling the bridge will force the current to zero. The L6208, however, does not have a separate enable input for each bridge so we need to use another trick of the logic to disable the bridge at the appropriate time. When driven in the half step mode, one bridge is disabled in each of the even states [2]. This operating sequence can be used to disable the bridge at the appropriate times. To achieve this, op-
erate the L6208 in half step mode and apply a pulse to the clock input at the same time that the desired current is set to zero. At the next change of current apply a second pulse to the clock input and set the current value for the first microstep. The step sequence generator in the L6208 will cause the change from current in one direction in the bridge, to the bridge being disabled, to current in the reverse direction as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Microstepping waveforms with improved performance at zero current.

The effects of the minimum current can be seen in the motor movement as errors in the motor position or as a jerky movement in a constant speed movement. How much the minimum current affects the drive depends primarily on the number of microsteps implemented per step. Since zero current can be achieved as described above, the positions at the 90 degree intervals where one coil is driven by zero current and the other is driven by the full scale current can easily be implemented. However, the next microstep where the current in one coil is small is most affected. If the desired current for any position is less than the minimum current, an error occurs. If the current required for the first microstep after the zero current position is greater than the minimum current, no error is contributed. Fortunately, since the desired current profile is a sine wave, the first step after the zero crossing has the largest relative increase in current of any microstep. If the required current for this first microstep is greater then the minimum current the device can regulate, there will be no error in the current to the motor due to the minimum current.

If the design required that one step (90 Deg.) be divided into 16 microsteps, the angle for the first step would be 5.625 Deg. The sine of 5.625 degrees is 0.098. When using an 8-bit D/A, the closest available value would correspond to an input of 25 out of 255. No other microstep needs a current less than this (except the 0 as discussed above). As long as the minimum current is less than the value corresponding 25/255 of the peak current, there will be no noticeable error contributed by the minimum current. Another way to express this that no error will be noticeable if the output current can be regulated to plus or minus 1 LSB over the range 24 to 255. There is no system level requirement to maintain the accuracy for inputs less than 24.
Microstepping drives can be implemented using the L6506 controller and bridge IC's like the L6201, L6202, L6203 and L298. The main difference between the standard half step application and a microstepping application is that the two references of the L6506 are set by D/A converter outputs. Figure 13 shows a microstepping application using the L6506 and the L6203. Outputs Px 1 through Px 4 from the microprocessor set the phase for the L6506/L6203 combination and output Px 5 and PX 6 are used to enable the bridges. Again, the D/A function could be implemented using the PWM outputs of the microprocessor as was done in the example above or it could be implemented using and integrated D/A. The same logic configuration can be used with the L6201, L6202 or L298.

When using the typical connection between the L6506 and the L6203 (as shown in Figure 13a), the PWM signal is applied to one of the phase inputs (the phase that is normally high) and you get the slow decay mode of operation.

To implement the fast decay mode of operation, the PWM signal needs to be applied to the ENABLE inputs of the L6203s. This can be accomplished by rearranging the connections from the microprocessor. Inputs IN 1 and IN 2 of the L6203s are disconnected from the L6506 and connected directly to the Px 1 through Px 4 outputs of the microprocessor, which will continue to provide the phase information as before. The two PWM current control loops in the L6506 are then used to control the ENABLE inputs of the two L6203, as shown in Figure 13b. Px 5 and Px 6 are now connected to the inputs of the L6506 so that each bridge can be disabled to get zero current. Finally the Power On Reset (POR) is connected to the RESET input of the L6506 to disable the bridge during power up.

Figure 13a. Microstepping using L6506 and L6203 (Slow Decay)
Devices like the PBL3717, TEA3717 TEA3718 and L6219 can also be used to implement microstepping. The main limitation in these devices is that, due to their internal connections, they can only implement the slow decay mode. The microstepping application is the same as the typical application for the device except that D/A converters must control the reference pins. With these devices since the reference is designed to operate from 5V and includes an internal voltage divider, a low impedance output must be used to drive the reference. If the PWM from the microprocessor is used for the D/A function, then only an RC filter is used without the second resistor for the divider. The resulting signal must then be buffered by an amplifier before driving the reference input. The connections between the microprocessor and the PBL3717 family of devices are shown in Figure 14. For the best resolution it is suggested to set the I0 and I1 inputs to select the maximum current level. One should also be aware that the specifications of the L6219 have a minimum input reference voltage level. This level must be respected and will then determine the minimum current that can be achieved in a microstepping circuit.
8 CONCLUSION

Although they were not designed specifically to implement microstepping, many of the integrated motor control/drive circuits can be used to implement microstepping stepper motor drives. The limits imposed by a peak detecting current control technique and the selected decay mode will directly affect the performance of the motor drive. Specifically it’s ability to follow the desired current waveform. So long as these limits allow the designer to achieve the desired resolution in the microstepping application the devices provide a cost effective implementation.
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APPENDIX B

The following is an excerpt from the firmware which executes on the ST7264 based control which is part of the Practispin evaluation system. This code segment is executed when the decision has been made that it is time for the L6208 to take the next microstep (either forward or reverse).

; PB.4 is the L6208 clock pin
; PB.5 is the L6208 reset pin
; stepstate is a byte variable which controls the motor stepping.
; torquescaler is a byte used to modulate the normalized sine wave values read from the table to set the current level
; TAOC1LR is a register that controls Vrefa (via the duty cycle into the low pass filter)
; TBOC1LR is a register that controls Vrefb (via the duty cycle into the low pass filter)

bres PBDR,#4 ; take clock back low ready to generate rising edge later
bset PBDR,#5 ; normal state for reset
jumpifflagclear forward,doclockrev; jump if direction is reverse

; direction is forward
inc stepstate
jrne for002 ; skip if stepstate has not rolled over to zero
bres PBDR,#5 ; activate reset to maintain sync (just for added noise immunity insurance)

for002:
ld a,stepstate
and a,#%00011111 ; use only lower five bits as index for table lookup
ld x,a
; on indexes 8 and 9, clock L6208 to sequence through zero and then polarity reversal
ld a,#8
jrne for001 ; 8 or 9
bset PBDR,#4 ; rising edge for clock

for001:
ld a,(microtable1,x) ; get normalized value from table
ld y,torquescaler
mul y,a ; y:a = (table value) * torquescaler
ld TAOC1LR,y ; duty cycle = (table value) * torquescaler/256

; repeat for phase B
ld a,(microtable2,x)
ld y,torquescaler
mul y,a
ld TBOC1LR,y
jp pwmend ; end of routine for forward step

doclockrev:
; direction is reverse
dec stepstate
jrne rev002 ; activate reset to maintain sync

rev002:
ld a,stepstate
and a,#%00011111
ld x,a
inc a ; 7 or 8 -->> 8 or 9
and a,#%00001110
cp a,#8 ; 8 or 9
jrne rev001
bset PBDR,#4     ; rising edge for clock

rev001:
ld a,(microtable1,x)
ld y,torquescaler
mul y,a
ld TAOC1LR,y
ld a,(microtable2,x)
ld y,torquescaler
mul y,a
ld TBOC1LR,y
jp pwmend

; The lookup table holds the magnitude of a sine wave normalized to a peak value of 256.
; Each line of 16 entries represents 90 degrees or one full step (thus 16 microsteps per step).
; Table reference labels at 45 degrees (microtable1) and 135 degrees (microtable2) are
; provided for convenience
; to allow easy lookup of two waveforms with 90 degree phase relationship.
; Since only five bits (0 to 31) of the stepstate table index are used, references using
microtable1 roll over through
; just the first two lines of the table while references using microtable2 stay within
; the second and third lines
; of the overall table.

microtable1:
; degrees    45                              90
  dc.b 180,197,212,224,235,244,250,253,254,253,250,244,235,224,212,197

microtable2:
; degrees   135                              0
  dc.b 180,161,141,120,097,074,049,024,000,024,049,074,097,120,141,161
; degrees    45                             +90
  dc.b 180,197,212,224,235,244,250,253,254,253,250,244,235,224,212,197

Table 1. Revision History

<table>
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<td>1</td>
<td>First Issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2004</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Replaced the Appendix B that contains assembler code for an ST7264. Changed the Style-sheet following the new &quot;Corporate Technical Pubblications Design Guide&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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